[Study on location of QTLs controlling cocoon traits in silkworm].
On the basis of the molecular linkage map, mapmaker software QTLMapper 2.0 was used to analyze the QTLs effect of the whole cocoon weight,cocoon shell weight, ratio of cocoon shell and pupa weight of domestic silkworm. For these four cocoon quantitative traits, 7, 6, 2 and 8 effective QTLs were detected and mapped to 7, 5, 2 and 7 linkage groups, respectively. Complicated epistatic effects were found involved in the genetic variation of the whole cocoon weight and cocoon shell weight. For the whole cocoon weight, there were three pairs of QTLs with significant additive by additive interactions, in which, one pair had significant additive by dominance and dominance by dominance interactions. Whereas significant dominance were detected for three QTLs and significant additive effects one QTL had. For the cocoon shell weight, significant genetic effects, including epistatic effects were found for one pair of QTLs, significant dominance by dominance interaction for another pair of QTLs; one QTL had significant dominance and another QTL had additive by additive interaction. The ratio of cocoon shell and the pupa weight were controlled mainly by additive or dominance effects. No interaction between QTL was found for the ratio of cocoon. Most QTLs, associated with the pupa weight, had negative dominance effects. Only significant additive by additive interaction was found between one pair of QTLs. The 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 11th, 13th, 24th, 34th, 37th, and 40th linkage groups are the common chromosomal regions harboring QTLs of two or more cocoon quantitative traits. There are identical QTL or chromosomal region for the whole cocoon weight and cocoon shell weight, indicating they can be simultaneously improved by utilizing epistatic effects in breeding.